
PEDAGOGICAL  NOTE

Griffith3.A.  J. F. and C. 0. Person. A simple explanation
_“,,.  . I trod a n a l y s i s .

66.7% second division and  tetratype  frequency limiting
values  ore  urually explained by me(ms of functions based
on  the Pairron  distribution. (For example, Finchom  and
Day 1971 Fungal  genetics, 3rd Ed. ) In the coune  of trying

to teach  this phenomenon to students, we hove arrived at 0 simple, explanation which oppeorr to hove been overlooked in edu-
cationol  texts.

Conride,  D meiosis in which D heterazygous  locus _m/+  is so  distant from its centromere  that  the theoretical maximum  frequency
of second division regregcltion  (66.7%) is attained. This figure con be arrived at in the following way.  Assume that  the sister
chromotidr  Cl and C2 initially bear the m alleles, and C3 and  C4 bear the + alleles. The distance from the centmmere  to  _m/+
is IO  large that  a  large number of independent crosswe,~  occur  throughout the region. Ar the number of c,ossove,s  approaches
infinity, the probability of any chromotid  (soy Cl ) ending up with an m allele  will approach l/Z.

However, if Cl does eventually  bear on m allele, the p&ability  of any other chromotid  (soy  C2) bearing an m allele  is ,e-
duced  to  l/3, 01  only one of the ,emoiningTh,ee  alleles is on  m. Correspondingly, the probability  of C2 bearing a +will be
Z/3. The various  possibilities, and the rewltont  regregotion  potterns,  are  shown in Table 1, which deolr  with Cl and  C2 only,
OS  exampIer.
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It con be seen that  a Z/3  total frequency for second division segregations is generated. Simile,  ,esults  are obtained if Cl
and C3, and Cl and C4 ore  considered pairwire. The onolysis  con  be extended to tetratype  maxima.
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